MSc. Computer Science etc  
COMP0123 Networking  
Assignment 1

This assignment is worth 10% of the total marks for the course. It is due in to the  
Department of Computer Science office by **12.00 on Friday 26th. April.** The work  
should be done from the BUCS machines midge or mary (note that ss1 and amos have  
ping blocked to external sites).

1. Use traceroute (/opt/masjhd/traceroute on midge only) to various U.K. Universities  
to discover as much as you can of the complete topology (i.e. the wiring diagram) of   
ja.net. [4]

2. Use traceroute (/opt/masjhd/traceroute on midge only) to various U.S./Canadian  
Universities to discover as much as you can of the complete topology (i.e. the wiring   
diagram) of abilene.ucaid.edu. [6]
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Assignment 2 will probably be set towards the end of April, for completion on about May  
17th.